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Soliton ‘‘molecules’’: Robust clusters of spatiotemporal optical solitons
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We show how to generate robust self-sustained clusters of soliton bullets—spatiotemporal~optical or matter-
wave! solitons. The clusters carry an orbital angular momentum being supported by competing nonlinearities.
The ‘‘atoms’’ forming the ‘‘molecule’’ are fully three-dimensional solitons linked via a staircaselike macro-
scopic phase. Recent progress in generating atomic-molecular coherent mixing in the Bose-Einstein conden-
sates might open potential scenarios for the experimental generation of these soliton molecules with matter
waves.
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Solitons—nonspreading, self-sustained wave packe
are at the core of nonlinear science, thus they have b
investigated and observed in a variety of settings during
last two decades@1#. Today, one of the most challengin
open frontiers of the field is the elucidation of complex so
ton structures or ‘‘soliton molecules’’ to be constructed fro
a number of ‘‘atoms,’’ each being a fundamental solito
However, multisoliton structures found so far@2–10# tend to
self-destroy through expansion or collapse, or at best exis
metastable states which break apart by small perturbati
Here we reveal a physical mechanism for generating clus
which are made of stable fully three-dimensional light b
lets that propagate stably over huge distances even in
presence of random perturbations in the initial conditio
The core of our approach is the use of two-color parame
solitons supported by competing nonlinearities@11,12#,
which allow both, to generate stable fully three-dimensio
solitons and to reduce the soliton-soliton interactions a
enhancing the clusters robustness. The clusters are thus
ticolored, carry orbital angular momentum, and are link
via a staircaselike macroscopic phase distribution.
present the analysis for optical spatiotemporal solitons,
our findings are intended to stimulate further theoretical a
experimental research in the case of matter waves in
Bose-Einstein condensates@13–16#.

Spatiotemporal optical solitons, the so-called ‘‘light bu
lets’’ ~LBs!, are self-sustained objects localized in all spa
dimensions and in time@17–24# ~for a recent overview see
Ref. @25#!. They result from the simultaneous balance of d
fraction and dispersion by the medium nonlinearity, and
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two-dimensional version has recently been generated in q
dratic nonlinear media@26#. On one hand, spatiotempora
solitons are challenging objects for fundamental research
examples of stable localized objects in three-dimensio
nonlinear fields are rare in physics. On the other hand, s
tiotemporal solitons hold promise for potential applicatio
in future ultrafast all-optical processing devices@27–29#,
where each soliton represents a bit of information and sho
be employed for digital operations. Multichannel all-optic
soliton networks have been proposed based on the conce
soliton clusters@30#, the structures carrying many interactin
individual solitons, recently introduced for two-dimension
solitons in saturable nonlinear media@6#.

Soliton clusters can be viewed as a nontrivial generali
tion of ‘‘spinning’’ solitons ~or doughnutlike vortices! @31–
37# and necklace-ring beams@2–5#, and they also appear in
the study of active nonlinear systems such as extern
driven optical cavities@38,39#. But the soliton clusters inves
tigated so far tend to be unstable or metastable under
action of small perturbations. We have recently shown in
case of two-dimensional spatial solitons, that the competit
between quadratic and cubic nonlinearities reduces
strength of the soliton-soliton interactions, thus making s
tial soliton clusters more robust under propagation@40#.
Here, we consider for the first time the case of clusters m
of fully three-dimensional light bullets, and show that th
propagate stably over huge distances even in the presen
random perturbations.

We consider the propagation of two-color~fundamental
wave and second harmonic! LB molecules~see the sketch in
Fig. 1! in a bulk dispersive medium with competing qu
dratic and cubic~Kerr! self-defocusing nonlinearities. Unde
suitable conditions, the interaction between a fundame
frequency~FF! signal and its second harmonic~SH!, in the
presence of the self-defocusing cubic nonlinearity, dispers
and diffraction in the (311)-dimensional geometry, can b
described by the reduced model@41–43#

s-
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Here,T, X, Y, andZ are the normalized reduced time, tran
verse spatial coordinates, and propagation distance,u andv
are envelopes of the FF and SH fields,a measures the
strength of the defocusing cubic nonlinearity, andb is a
phase mismatch between the FF and SH waves. Her*
stands for the complex conjugate of a complex field. Eq
tions ~1! assume different group-velocity dispersion coe
cients at the two frequencies,s being their ratio, and as
sumes that the temporal group-velocity mismatch betw
them has been compensated. Notice that Eqs.~1! correspond
to the simplest model of light propagation in media w
competing nonlinearities~e.g., it assumes a noncritical, typ
I, oo, or ee wave interaction!. In practice, the strength o
each of the possible cross-phase modulations depends
cally on the crystalline symmetry of the particular mater
employed through the polarizations of the fields involve
hence the actual value of the relevant elements of the n
linear susceptibility tensor. However, Eq.~1! are expected to
capture the essential physics behind the soliton cluster
lution.

The interaction Hamiltonian of the system

H5
1

2E E E $@~ uuXu21uuYu21uuTu2!1 1
4 ~ uvXu21uvYu2

1suvTu2!#1@buvu22~u* 2v1u2v* !1a~ uuu4

14uuu2uvu21uvu4!#%dXdYdT ~2!

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Cluster composed of six spatiotempor
two-color solitons. The topological chargeM of the soliton cluster
is equal to one.~a! The fundamental frequency field and~b! the
second harmonic field.~c! The phase distribution at fundament
frequency and~d! the phase distribution at the second harmonic
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is a conserved quantity during evolution. Its absolute a
local minima correspond to stable and metastable config
tions, respectively.

Circular light-bullet necklaces were constructed as sup
position of N fundamental spatiotemporal solitons with di
ferent phases such that the overall phase jump around
core is a multiple of 2p ~see Fig. 1!. We thus have

u~Z50!5 (
n51

N

u0~rW2rWn!eifn,

v~Z50!5 (
n51

N

v0~rW2rWn!e2ifn,

whereu0 , v0 are the fundamental solitons at both freque
cies,rWn are the soliton locations, whereas the soliton pha
at those points arefn52npM /N and 2fn , respectively.
HereM determines the full phase twist around the cluster a
plays the role of a topological charge~‘‘spin’’ !. We have
considered circular soliton arrays, i.e., equally spaced at
displaced on a circle of radiusR0. First, by appropriate nu-
merical techniques~a standard band-matrix algorithm to de
with the resulting two-point boundary-value problem! we
have found the families of stationary solutions to Eq.~1!—
i.e., the fundamental~nonspinning! three-dimensional spa
tiotemporal solitons (u0 , v0). In fact, the stationary three
dimensional parametric soliton can be well approximated
a super-Gaussian ‘‘ansatz’’ with suitable chosen amplitu
and widths for both the FF and SH fields.

The parameters that play an important role in the dyna
ics of the LB molecules are the necklace topological cha
M, the number of ‘‘pearls’’N forming the cluster, the initial
radius of the necklaceR0, the energyELB of each constituent
soliton, the wave-vector mismatchb and the strength of the
defocusing cubic nonlinearitya. In almost all of our calcu-
lations we have considered the phase matching of the in
acting waves, taking thusb50. We have also sets51,

FIG. 2. Effective interaction potential versus initial cluster r
dius for ~a! N54, ~b! N55, and ~c! N56 soliton clusters for
different net topological charges. Typical oscillations of the me
cluster radius of solitons clusters with spinM51 for ~d! N54,
R0512, ELB52824, ~e! N55, R0516, ELB52100, and~f! N
56, R0512 andELB52100.
0-2
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assuming equal dispersions at both frequencies, anda50.2
as the dynamical equations possess scaling properties
respect toa. By increasing the strength of the defocusi
cubic nonlinearity one will slow down the interaction b
tween the constituent atoms. Taking into account that
medium with competing nonlinearities supports stable s
tiotemporal vortices ~vortex tori! with unit topological
charge when their energy exceeds a threshold@44#, we have
studied in detail the dynamics of soliton molecules wh
have the total energy exceeding the corresponding stab
threshold energy of the vortex soliton. Because the ene
threshold for the existence of a stable vortex torus aa
50.2 is Eth'9120 , we have considered here clusters w
N55 andN56 solitons, each constituent having the ene
ELB52100 , whereas for the cluster withN54 atoms, the
individual energyELB52824 was correspondingly higher.

Firstly, we have studied the dependence of the cluster
teraction Hamiltonian@or equivalently, the effective poten
tial, defined asH(R0)/uH(`)u] on the initial radiusR0 and
on the necklace chargeM. This quantity gives importan
hints when looking for soliton bound states~see, e.g., Refs
@6,45# for a detailed analysis!. While the interaction Hamil-
tonian for theN54 clusters does not possess any mini
whatever the topological charge is@see Fig. 2~a!#, for N55
andN56, local minima of the Hamiltonian are present f
charge M51. For N55 the minimum is atR0513.5,

FIG. 3. Stable evolution of soliton clusters withM51 under
superimposed input random noise. Shown are the contour plot
theN54 cluster:~a!, Z50; ~b!, Z525; ~c!, Z550 and the contour
plots for theN55 cluster:~d!, Z50; ~e!, Z525; ~f!, Z550. Only
the (X,Y) slices atT50 of the fundamental frequency compone
are shown; the second harmonic field exhibits a similar behav
The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~d! for the N54
cluster and as in Fig. 2~e! for the N55 one.
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whereas forN56 the minimum is atR0512. In our simu-
lations we have added normally distributed noise with z
mean and variancesnoise50.1 to the input molecules. Keep
ing M51, we have varied the initial cluster radiusR0
around the minimum value given by the effective potent
approach and have found a range of optimal values of
input radii that minimize the mean radius oscillations of t
soliton cluster. ForN56 the valueR0512 lies in the optimal
radius interval, whereas forN55, the valueR0516 assures
small oscillations of the mean radius.

In order to check the predictions given by the study of t
effective potential, we have numerically solved Eq.~1! by
using a finite-difference scheme based on a Cran
Nicholson time discretization followed by a Newton-Pica
iterative technique and the Gauss-Seidel method for solv
the obtained system of equations. Transparent boundary
ditions allowing the radiation to escape from the compu
tion window have been implemented. We have monitoriz
the evolution of the mean radius of the cluster defined a

R~Z!5
1

EE E E ~X21Y21T2!1/2~ uuu21uvu2!dXdYdT,

~3!

where E5***(uuu21uvu2)dXdYdT is the total energy. If
the initial radiusR0 of the cluster is large, then the mea
radius R(0) at the entrance of the nonlinear mediu
amounts toR(0)'R0.

The evolution of clusters withN54 (R0512) and N
55 (R0516) constituents is quite robust as shown in Fig.
The molecules undergo rotation and clean up the initial no
in the first stages of propagation. Our estimations for
angular velocityv of the soliton clusters end up withv
50.0027 ~radians/propagation units! for the N54 cluster
shown in Fig. 3 andv50.0014 for theN55 one. Thus,
cluster rotations are observable after large propagation
tances. Only after thousands of diffraction lengths a qua
eriodic shrinking and expansion followed by a decay in
several unequal fragments is observed as seen in Fig. 4.
soliton clusters are much more robust than the LB cluster
quadratic and cubic saturable materials that survive onl
few diffraction lengths in the presence of initial rando
noise.

The simulations with other necklace charges (M50, M
52, andM53) for clusters composed ofN55 (R0516)
and N56 (R0512), show that the LBs forming theM50
molecule fuse in 100–150 propagation units, whereas
soliton clusters with net chargesM52 or M53 expand in-

or

r.
urfaces
FIG. 4. ~Color online! Cluster evolution over long distances and the onset of symmetry breaking instability. Shown are the isos
uuu51.1 for theN54 ~a!–~d! and theN55 cluster~e!–~h!. The parameters are the same as in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!.
0-3
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FIG. 5. ~Color online! Comparative evolution of two clusters with identical intensity distributions but different phase masks. Th
topological charge is the same (M51) in both situations. Top panels, evolution of a six-soliton molecule with a steplike phase distrib
bottom panels, evolution of a six-soliton molecule with a ramplike phase distribution. Shown are the isosurfacesuuu51.1. The insets in
panels~a! and ~e! show the initial phase mask.
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definitely. Detailed simulations performed for theN56-light
bullet clusters withM52 show that, by varying the initia
cluster radius, the clusters formed with overlapping solito
(10,R0,20) expand rapidly, whereas the clusters built w
well separated LBs (R0.22) have a moderate mean radi
variation for a propagation distance over 600 diffracti
lengths. Notice that for a typical diffraction length of a fe
millimeters, this corresponds to several meters, orders
magnitude larger than the feasible crystal lengths. Sim
results were obtained for the non phase-matching caseb
Þ0).

We have also studied the influence of the initial pha
distribution on the cluster dynamics by simulating the ev
lution of two configurations with identical intensity distribu
tions but different phases.

The first one, build as per Eq.~3!, having a staircaselike
phase, destroys finally, after thousands of diffraction leng
by splitting into two spatiotemporal solitons@Figs. 5~a!–
5~d!#, while the second one, having a ramplike phase m
@see the inset of Fig. 5~e!#, develops into a vortex torus@Figs.
5~e!–5~h!#. Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that the k
factor that impede the LB molecule with a staircaselike m
roscopic phase to excite a vortex soliton is the sequenc
the phase edge dislocations@see the inset in Fig. 5~a!# exist-
ing between the neighboring solitons which form the clus

In summary, we have revealed a key physical mechan
for creating truly three-dimensional light bullet cluste
which survive under random perturbations of the initial co
ditions. We have generated such structures numerically f
nonlinear optical medium with competing quadratic and
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bic nonlinearities. The experimental demonstration of
concept with light waves faces many important challeng
including the generation of single light bullet. This goal r
quires the elucidation of a material setting with high qu
dratic nonlinearity, suitable group-velocity dispersions a
low one-photon and two-photon absorption at both FF a
SH wavelengths, as well as small group-velocity dispersi
together with adequate cubic nonlinearities. This is a form
dable task, thus progress is being made slowly. In this c
text we would like to mention that it was shown recently th
the strength of the cubic nonlinearity can be tuned by me
of optical rectification@46# even though at present the tec
nique has been developed only for one-dimensional bea

However, although we showed the concept in the case
light waves, our study is important to other fields such as
physics of hybrid atomic-molecular Bose-Einstein conde
sates@47–54#. Indeed, recent experiments demonstrated
herent mixing of atomic-molecular condensates@54# which
under suitable conditions should be approximately descri
by coupled equations for the macroscopic wave functio
similar to Eq.~1! @47–52#. Taking into account that to dat
the experimental observations of bright solitons in cond
sates are restricted to quasi-one-dimensional geome
@13,14#, the matter-wave analog of our light bullet cluste
would correspond to clusters of condensate drops exis
without a trap.
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lunya and by the Spanish Government under Contract N
TIC2000-1010 and BFM2002-2861. Support from NAT
~L.-C.C.! and IBERDROLA S. A., Spain~D.M.! is acknowl-
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